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Color Me Confident
While color is a small detail in the larger scope of playground planning, it shouldn’t be an 
afterthought. Colors can tell a story and evoke a feeling. They guide the eye and inspire play.  

From warm, sunset shades that invigorate to cool, tropical tones that calm, there’s a perfect  
combination for every play space.

Choosing a color palette can be fun, but it’s also a lot of work. Not sure where to start? Try assigning 
certain colors to a material or type of activity. When in doubt, take inspiration from your environment, 
whether it’s your school colors or the native flora and fauna. Don’t be shy—color yourself confident. 

Rotomolded Colors

Red Lime Forest GreenTropical 
Yellow

Yellow ChartreuseOrange Green

LavenderBurgundy PlumSkyTeal Cyan Blue Cobalt

Beige WhiteBrown Light GrayBrownstone GraystoneDark Brown Gray Black (Roofs Only)

Red-Sand

Plum-Sand Beige-Forest Green Beige-Red Beige-Gray Gray-Black Black-White White-BlackDark Brown-Sand

Red-Yellow Yellow-Sand Orange-Sand Lime-Sand Forest Green-Sand Blue-Sand Blue-Yellow Blue-White

Cobalt-Sand

2-Color Sheet Plastic
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Component & Post Colors

Red Lime Forest GreenTropical 
Yellow

Yellow ChartreuseOrange Green

WhiteBrown Light GraySand SilverDark Brown Metallic Gray Black
(Posts & Clamps Only)

BeigeLavenderBurgundy PlumAzureTeal Blue Cobalt

Pre-selected color palettes streamline the ordering process and allow us to provide exceptionally  
great prices on select product lines.

Primary Primary PrimaryNatural Natural NaturalWarm Cool

PlaySimple®  Firstplay Toddler Fun Centers™

Boulders 
Colors

Desert Sand Slate

Rope Colors

Red Green Black  
(Select products only)

Hunter 
Green

Brown Gray

Blue Red

Eco-Armor® Colors

Colors are subject to change without notice. Color swatches are for reference only. For accurate color samples and the most up-to-date specifications consult your local representative. Playworld uses high quality materials and 
state-of-the-art manufacturing processes. Commercial playgrounds and products are subjected to years of environmental and solar exposure. Such extreme exposure takes its toll on paints and pigments, and all colors will fade over 
time. Playworld does not warrant against color fading or discoloration. It is important to properly maintain your playground to ensure its longevity. Depending on environmental conditions at your location, the installation of fabric shade 
structures may help to delay fading and discoloration.


